
FABIÁN BALBUENA
CENTRE-BACK



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

BALBUENA GONZÁLEZ

FABIÁN CORNELIO
23/08/1991

CENTRE-BACK
1.88CM

URUGUAYAN
WEST HAM

82KG
RIGHT FOOTED



LEAGUES

CAREER

NATIONAL CUPS

NATIONAL TEAMS
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STATS IN ENGLAND

Passes to final third
/ accurate

Passes /
Accurate

Defensive duels /
won

Aerial duels /
won

Forward passes /
accurate

Offensive duels /
won
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

His good positioning on the field allows
him to cover in different heights. He makes
diagonal runs to close gaps in defense on
both of the sides. He is quick to tackle and
avoid second chances. He understands his
position and has great control over the
positional area to be covered.

He has a great defensive and offensive
jump. He uses it to win frontal aerial duels
and stop the direct play. It often happens
with lateral crosses. He follows the player
he is marking well and jumps high to make
the clearance. Also, he can help in
offensive set pieces by making headers in
order to create more chances.

He has 3 key aspects when analyzing his
defensive reading of play. 1. lateral
crosses: he knows when to go tackle, when
to wait and how to follow the player he is
marking on to when the individual duel. 2.
coverages and anticipations, explained
above. 3. man to man marking: his
recovering technique is good and
constant.

Coverages and anticipations Aerial play Reading of play



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He has good long-passing technique, both
at having pressure or being unmarked. He
hits the ball well to allow his teammate
control the ball and create a scoring
situation. Generally, he looks for frontal
passes in order to reach forwards or
wingers.

Even though it is hard to show images, his
leadership is something noticeable in
every match. He reflects it when being
captain of clubes and national teams. He
shows authority to talk to his teammates
on the field.

Long-range passes Leadership

He has good body positioning to win
defensive 1v1 duels. He recovers the ball
with high class. He uses his body and
strength  to win the ball. Once he recovers,
makes a vertical pass. He tries to make
breaking-line passes when transitioning
quick into attack.

Defensive 1v1



Social Media

@fbalbuenito@fbalbuenito

https://www.instagram.com/fbalbuenito/
https://twitter.com/fbalbuenito

